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Abstract—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are becoming
popular nowadays due to their versatility and flexibility for
indoor applications, such as the autonomous visual inspection for
the inner surface of a pressure vessel. Nevertheless, robust and
reliable position estimation is critical for completing these tasks.
Visual Odometry (VO) and Visual Simultaneous Localisation
and Mapping (VSLAM) allow the UAV to estimate its position
in unknown environments. However, traditional feature-based
VO/VSLAM systems struggle to deal with complex scenes such
as low illumination and textureless environments. Replacing the
traditional features with deep learning-based features provides
the advantage of handling the challenging environment, but the
efficiency is ignored. In this work, an efficient VO system based on
a novel lightweight feature extraction network for UAV onboard
platforms has been developed. The Deformable Convolution
(DFConv) is utilised to improve the feature extraction capability.
Owing to the limited onboard computing capability, the Depth-
wise Separable Convolution (DWConv) is adopted to calculate
the offsets for the deformable convolution and construct the
backbone network to improve the feature extraction efficiency.
Experiments on public datasets indicate that the efficiency of the
VO system is improved by 30.03% while preserving the accuracy
on embedded platforms with the feature points and descriptors
detected by the proposed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
Moreover, the proposed VO system is verified through UAV
flying tests in a real-world scenario. The results prove that
the proposed VO system is able to handle the challenging
environments where both the latest traditional and deep learning
feature-based VO/VSLAM systems fail, and it is feasible for UAV
self-localisation and autonomous navigation in the confined, low
illumination and textureless indoor environment.

Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicles, Visual odometry,
Deep learning-based features, Depthwise separable convolution,
Improved deformable convolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in indoor
environments is gaining the increasing attention due to their
flexibility, such as for inspecting the inner surface of a pressure
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vessel [1], [2]. For the UAV to fly steadily and perform tasks
autonomously with increased efficiency and reduced human
costs, providing accurate position information is crucial [3]–
[5].
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is one of the most
common solutions for estimating the position for UAV plat-
forms [6]. However, GPS signals are not always available
due to the possibility of being blocked by buildings, and
large drifting errors affect the flying stability of the small-
sized UAVs. To substitute the GPS system, various localisation
methods based on Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
sensors, Time-of-Flight (ToF) sensors and visual sensors have
emerged. Due to the stable performance in varied lighting
environments and precise results, some works adopted LiDAR-
based localisation technologies for their UAV platforms [7]
[8]. However, the high cost and massive weight still cannot be
ignored for small UAV platforms. The ultrasonic and Ultra-
wideband (UWB) sensors are light and cost-efficient for UAV
localisation in confined spaces. Nevertheless, the requirement
for deploying the auxiliary anchor nodes restricts their appli-
cations. The advancements in cheaper and higher resolution
cameras enabled the development of Visual Odometry (VO)
and Visual Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (VSLAM)
technologies that can provide accurate position information
at a low cost. In recent years, some advanced feature-based
VO/VSLAM systems have emerged. Owing to the sparse
feature points utilised for pose estimation, these VO/VSLAM
systems are suitable for embedded computers on UAVs [9].
Traditional VO/VSLAM algorithms apply hand-engineered
features that represent feature regions in the image to calculate
the pose of the camera and map points of the surrounding
environment. The Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM)
[10] is based on the Features from Accelerated Segment Test
(FAST) [11] feature extraction approach. After that, the FAST
feature extraction method is improved by combing with the
Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) and
adopted into the most famous ORB-SLAM series [12]–[14].
These VSLAM systems are effective in general environments.
However, when they are deployed into a dark and textureless
scenario, such as inside of a pressure vessel, their performance
is significantly degraded, and they may even be lose effective-
ness for the localisation of the camera.
Recently, as deep learning has defined the state-of-the-art
in many research areas [15] [16], adopting deep learning-
based features into VO/VSLAM systems has gained increasing
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interest from researchers. Compared to traditional features,
the features extracted or described by Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs), such as the ASLFeat [17] and GIFT [18],
show significant improvements in accuracy and robustness
in challenging environments. Therefore, incorporating deep
learning-based features has the potential to improve pose
estimation accuracy [19]. The DBLD-SLAM replaces the
ORB descriptor in conventional ORB-SLAM with a learned
deep binary feature descriptor [20], and the LIFT-SLAM [21]
integrates the deep features trained by the Structure-from-
Motion (SFM), to outperform other state-of-the-art SLAM
systems. The deployment of deep learning-based methods
requires powerful Graphics Processing Units (GPU), thereby
making them impractical for real-world use cases [22]. To
some extent, efficiency is sacrificed to enhance the robustness
and accuracy of VO/VSLAM systems. To this end, it is vital
to strike a balance between accuracy and efficiency while
deploying deep learning-based features into VO/VSLAM sys-
tems [23]–[25], especially for UAV platforms with limited
payload capacity. To the best of our knowledge, the GCNv2-
tiny based SLAM [26] is the only learned feature-based
VSLAM system that achieves real-time performance on the
most popular UAV onboard computing platform, the Nvidia
Jetson TX2. It uses Shi-Tomasi corners [27], a type of hand-
crafted feature point, as groundtruth for training the network,
limiting its localisation performance in complex environments.
Therefore, using VO/VSLAM to locate the UAV with onboard
computing resources in low illumination and textureless scenes
is still challenging.
Considering that monocular VO systems are particularly ap-
pealing for many robotic applications due to their use of a
lightweight camera and their requirement for an easy calibra-
tion process [28], this paper proposes a robust and effective
monocular VO system for UAV onboard platforms to be
deployed in challenging indoor environments, such as inside
of a pressure vessel. Specifically, an efficient CNN model is
proposed for keypoint detection and description. The designed
network deals with constraints on computation as the UAV
has limited computing resources. Our system concentrates on
the localisation of the UAV by processing and integrating
data from imaging instruments and computing instruments
on the UAV. This broadens the scope of instrumentation and
measurement for the UAV in low illumination and textureless
indoor environments. The main contributions of this paper are
summarised as follows:
(1) A robust UAV onboard VO system is developed based on
the features extracted by an efficient CNN model in complex
environments.
(2) The Depthwise Separable Convolution (DWConv) is
adopted to reduce the computing complexity, and the De-
formable Convolution (DFConv) is improved by combing with
the DWConv to extract feature points robustly and efficiently.
(3) Extensive evaluations on the public datasets, real-world
scenarios and UAV flying tests are carried out to confirm the
advancement of the proposed system.
The remaining paper is organised as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces the related works. Section 3 addresses the proposed
VO system based on the efficient feature extraction network.

In Section 4, the experimental findings and analysation are
provided. The whole paper is concluded in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORKS

As there are not many works aiming to deploy deep learning
feature-based VO and VSLAM systems on UAVs, we will
focus on introducing general deep learning feature-based VO
and VSLAM systems in this section. In [23], a framework
consisting of CNN and recurrent neural network (RNN) was
developed to detect keypoints and their corresponding descrip-
tors for pose estimation. The performance of the whole system
is on par with the ORB-SLAM2. DF-SLAM [29] combines
the FAST detector for keypoint detection with the TFeat
network [30] for feature point description. The feature points
and descriptors are then deployed into the ORB-SLAM2, and
the DF-SLAM outperforms the ORB-SLAM in some image
sequences. The HF-Net [31] is incorporated into the DXSLAM
[32] to extract local and global features. Compared with
traditional VSLAM systems, the robustness of the DXSLAM
in different environments has been improved significantly.
The SuperPointVO [33] follows the scheme of traditional
systems while adopting the SuperPoint [34] to replace the
hand-engineered feature extraction, and it achieves a close
performance to the advanced VO systems. The LIFT-SLAM
[21] employs the Learned Invariant Feature Transform (LIFT)
[35] to replace the ORB feature extraction module, and the
robustness of the VSLAM system is enhanced. These methods
leverage the stability and robustness of the deep learning-based
feature extraction module into the VO/VSLAM pipeline to ob-
tain accurate localisation performance. However, these works
focus on improving localisation while ignoring efficiency.
In other words, integrating deep learning methods into the
VO/VSLAM pipeline in performance-constrained platforms,
such as UAV onboard platforms, is still an open problem [36].
There are also some works starting to improve the efficiency
of the deep learning feature-based VO/VSLAM systems. To
this end, several simplified networks have been developed and
integrated into the VO/VSLAM pipeline. MobileNetV2 [37] is
used as an encoder and trained using the knowledge distillation
method in [38] to reduce the model size and increase the
running speed greatly. A simple network whose backbone
consists of four convolutional layers is proposed in [24]. A
quantised local feature extraction module is described in [39].
To save processing time, only keypoints extracted by the
SuperPoint are used in [4]. Even so, most of these methods still
need more execution time than traditional VSLAM algorithms,
and they are not suitable for embedded computing platforms.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Overall Structure of the VO System

Fig. 1 shows the overall structure of the VO system. It
is adopted from SP-ORB-SLAM [40], which leverages the
learned repeatability and description. The network to generate
the keypoints and descriptors is shown in Fig. 2. The heatmap
predicted by the keypoint detection branch is supposed to be
the repeatability map, and it is sampled as 2D grids. After that,
sparse features could be extracted. The repeatable features can
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Fig. 1. The diagram of the VO system

be identified across different images, and their locations are
considered as the local peaks of the repeatability map. The
track-on-repeatability approach is adopted to directly localise
the camera coarsely. After that, the landmarks are associated
with local feature points, and the camera pose is optimised by
minimising the reprojection error. The association step relies
on matching feature descriptors significantly. The approximate
nearest neighbour (ANN) search [41] and epipolar line search
are deployed to match feature points. When a new keyframe
is determined, the feature points observed by the previous
keyframes are mapped as the map points. Finally, the map
maintenance process culls redundant keyframes and deletes
outliers.
This work mainly focuses on the network part to generate the
reliable feature points and descriptors, which have a significant
impact on subsequent processing. More details are given as
follows:

Fig. 2. The structure of the network for feature detection and description

B. Proposed Network
Considering that the deep learning feature-based VO system

needs to focus on the deployment of UAV platforms in com-
plex environments, such as the low illumination and textureless

scenes, the efficiency and accuracy of the feature extraction
module should be balanced. Inspired by the SuperPoint [34],
which is trained by the self-supervision method and achieves
the desirable homography estimation results,a novel efficient
CNN model for feature extraction is proposed. The DFConv
[42] is utilised to improve the feature extraction capability.
Moreover, the DWConv [43] is adopted to reduce parame-
ters, and it is also adopted to the DFConv to improve the
feature extraction capability. The proposed feature detection
and description module are shown in Fig. 2. It shows that
the model includes a shared backbone network, followed by
two sub-modules for feature point detection and description.
Traditional convolutional layers, DWConv layers and DFConv
layers are deployed to process input images. The details are
introduced as follows:

Fig. 3. Process of the DWConv

1) Depthwise Separable Convolution: To process the fea-
ture maps with weight and height represented by Fiw and Fih

and M channels to output feature maps with dimensions of
Fow × Foh × N by the k × k kernel, the computational cost
for the standard convolution is

Csc = k × k ×M × Fow × Foh ×N (1)

The core concept of the DWConv is to decompose the
traditional convolution layer into a depthwise convolutional
layer and a pointwise convolutional layer, which reduces the
computational load and model size. The overall process of the
DWConv is shown in Fig. 3.
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In the depthwise convolution process, each input channel is
processed by a single convolution kernel. Thus, there will be
M sets of convolutional kernels to process the input image.
The computational cost for the depthwise convolution is

Cd = k × k ×M × Fow × Foh (2)

Then, the generated feature map will be processed by 1 × 1
traditional convolution. The pointwise convolution has a com-
putational cost of

Cp = 1× 1×M × Fow × Foh ×N (3)

The total parameter of the DWConv can be represented by:

Cdw = k×k×M×Fow×Foh+1×1×M×Fow×Foh×N (4)

The comparison of the computational costs for the DWConv
and standard convolution can be expressed by:

Cr =

k × k ×M × Fow × Foh + 1× 1×M × Fow × Foh ×N
k × k ×M × Fow × Foh ×N

=
1

N
+

1

k2
(5)

It demonstrates that the DWConv has high efficiency while
increasing the size and channel of the convolutional kernel.
The original MobileNet uses Batch Normalisation [44] and
Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) activation function [45] for
both layers to enhance the feature extraction performance. To
reduce the computing complexity, the Exponential Linear Unit
(ELU) [46] is chosen as the activation function for pointwise
layers. The expression for the ELU is:

f(x) =

{
x x ≥ 0

α(ex − 1) x < 0
(6)

The hyperparameter α controls saturates for negative inputs.
Unlike the ReLU only has positive values, the negative values
of ELU push the mean unit activations closer to zero, which
accelerates the training speed and improves the stability of the
training process.

2) Deformable Convolution: The DWConv scarifies the
accuracy to reduce the computational cost, and traditional
CNN is difficult to accommodate geometric variations properly
owing to the fixed geometric structures. In contrast to the
traditional convolution, the DFConv layer adds a 2D offset
to the sampling grid, which enables the free form deformation
of the convolutional kernel. As shown in Fig. 4, the DFConv
consists of two feature preprocessing channels. The upper
channel learns the sampling locations for the convolutional
kernel. To reduce the number of parameters and improve
the robustness of the DFConv, the traditional convolution is
replaced by the DWConv to calculate the 2D offset matrix.
Then, the convolutional operation is performed between the
input data and the deformed convolutional kernel accordingly.
Thus, the DFConv can extract features from non-uniform
shapes effectively.
In a traditional 3×3 convolutional kernel with dilation 1, the

Fig. 4. Scheme of the DFConv

convolutional grid R can be formalised as

R =

(−1,−1) (−1, 0) (−1, 1)
(0,−1) (0, 0) (0, 1)
(1,−1) (1, 0) (1, 1)

 (7)

The output feature map on location p0 can be obtained
through:

y(p0) =
∑
pr∈R

w(pr) · x(p0 + pr) (8)

where w indicates the convolutional weights. x represents
the input feature map. pr means the position in R. In the
DFConv, offsets

{
∆pr|r = 1, 2, ..., |R|

}
is added to R, and

offset locations pr + ∆pr allows the convolutional kernel to
form an irregular shape. Thereby, the DFConv is formulated
as:

y(p0) =
∑
pr∈R

w(pr) · x(p0 + pr + ∆pr) (9)

As offset ∆pr learned by the DWConv is usually fractional,
bilinear interpolation is implemented to revise the offset as an
integer.

x(p) =
∑
q

B(q, p) · x(q) (10)

where B denotes the bilinear interpolation kernel. p and q
represent the fractional and integral location, respectively.

C. Training Process

To avoid the data labelling process, which is time-
consuming and laborious, self-training is adopted. The training
process is illustrated in Fig. 5. Firstly, the model provided in
SuperPoint [34] is utilised to generate pseudo ground truth
for unlabelled images. Moreover, the Homographic Adaptation
(HA) [34] is employed to enlarge the dataset. The augmenta-
tion process can be represented by

Â(X; fipa) =
1

NH

NH∑
i=1

H−1i (fipa(Hi(X))) (11)

Where NH is the number of the generated homography matrix.
H and H−1 demonstrate the randomly generated homography
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Fig. 5. Training process

matrix and the corresponding reverse, respectively. fipa indi-
cates interest point adaption function.
The feature point loss function Lp is expressed as:

Lp(Xo, Lo) = − 1

HdWd

Hd,Wd∑
i=1,j=1

(lij log(xij) + (1− lij)log(1− xij))

(12)
Where Hd = H/8 and Wd = W/8. Xo is the heatmap
generated by the keypoint detector branch. Lo indicates the
ground truth for keypoints. To improve the training efficiency,
Mp positive pairs and Mn negative pairs of descriptor cells are
sampled from (HdWd)2 of positive and negative pairs to train
the model. Variables with ′ indicate that these variables are
extracted from the transformed image. The encoded descriptor
tensors D is generated from the original image. uij represent
the centre of the descriptor vector dij . The correspondence of
the descriptor pair

{
dij , d

′
i′j′

}
can be calculated through:

ciji′j′ =

{
1, ||H(uij)− u′i′j′ ||2 6 8

0, otherwise
(13)

With the positive margin mp and negative margin mn, a hinge
loss for descriptor loss can be defined as:

Ld(D,D′;H) =
1

(HdWd)2

Hd,Wd∑
i=1,j=1

Hd,Wd∑
i′=1,j′=1

(λciji′j′max(0,mp − dTijd′i′j′)

+ (1− ciji′j′)max(0, dTijd
′
i′j′ −mp))

(14)
Finally the training loss could be represented by

Ljoint = Lp(Xo, Lo) + Lp(X ′o, L
′
o) + Ld(D,D′;H) (15)

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSATION

To test the effectiveness of the proposed system, experi-
ments including feature point extraction, localisation perfor-
mance analysation and UAV flying tests are carried out. A lap-
top is utilised for training the model, which is equipped with

the Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU, 16 GB of Random Access
Memory (RAM) and an external GPU enclosure connected
via Thunderbolt 3. In particular, the crate is equipped with an
Nvidia Titan RTX GPU. The MS-COCO 2014 dataset, which
consists of 80000 images, is utilised to train the proposed
model, and images are resized to 240 × 320. The training
is done using PyTorch 1.9.1 with CUDA 10.2. The model
is optimised by the adam solver [47] with a learning rate
of 0.0001. To improve the generalisation performance, data
augmentation techniques such as random contrast and motion
blur are adopted to enlarge the training dataset. The total
training integration is 200000.

A. Datasets

HPatches [48] is a novel benchmark for local feature de-
scriptor evaluation that contains 116 image scenes. There are
57 scenes that show large photometric changes, and the other
59 sequences have large viewpoint changes. Each sequence
consists of 6 images and 5 ground-truth homographies between
the first image and the others.
11 sequences captured by an AscTec Firefly drone make up
the EuRoC dataset [49]. In a large machine hall, 5 sequences
are collected using a Leica Multistation as ground truth.
The remaining 6 sequences are recorded in a small room
using a Vicon system to produce the ground truth. Without
the multi-map system, most methods cannot accomplish the
sequences V103 and V203, which threaten the safety of
robots in real-world applications. Therefore, the effectiveness
of VO/VSLAM approaches is evaluated by the remaining 9
sequences.
The ICL-NUIM dataset [50] includes image sequences under
various lighting scenarios. As a result, it is appropriate to
verify the effectiveness of VO/VSLAM systems in different
illumination scenarios. In this study, office room sequences
with static, local variation, global variation and local and
global variation illumination conditions are employed to test
VO/VSLAM systems.

TABLE I
FEATURE POINT EXTRACTION COMPARISON

Feature
extraction methods

Detector metric Descriptor metric Homography estimation

Rep. MLE MAP MS ε = 1 ε = 3 ε = 5
ORB 0.64 1.03 0.51 0.18 0.14 0.40 0.49
SIFT 0.51 1.16 0.70 0.27 0.63 0.76 0.79

SuperPoint 0.61 1.14 0.81 0.55 0.44 0.77 0.83
GCNv2 0.64 1.14 0.78 0.44 0.45 0.73 0.81

deepFEPE 0.63 1.07 0.78 0.42 0.46 0.75 0.81
Proposed method 0.63 1.20 0.75 0.41 0.38 0.70 0.78

B. Evaluation of Feature Point Extraction and Description

To evaluate the feature point detection and matching ability
of the proposed model, detector metrics including the repeata-
bility (Rep.) and Mean Localisation Error (MLE), descriptor
metrics consisting of Mean Average Precision (MAP), Match-
ing Score (MS) and the homography estimation metrics with
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Fig. 6. Feature point extraction and matching: (a) ORB, (b) SIFT, (c) SuperPoint, (d) deepFEPE, (e) GCNv2, (f) the proposed model.

different thresholds are measured on the HPatches dataset.
The proposed model is compared with the state-of-the-art
deep learning-based feature extraction algorithms, including
SuperPoint [34], deepFEPE [48] and GCNv2 [26], as well
as traditional feature extraction methods such as ORB [51]
and SIFT [52] implemented by OpenCV on the laptop used
to train the model. The results are presented in Table I. The
visualised feature extraction and matching results are shown
in Fig. 6. The ORB achieves the highest Rep., but scores for
descriptor-focused metrics are the lowest. Therefore, it cannot
perform well in the homography estimation task. The SIFT
detects feature points with sub-pixel accuracy. To this end, the
best performance in homography estimation with the ε = 1 is
achieved. Compared with traditional feature extraction meth-
ods, the learned descriptors outperform artificially designed
representations. In the homography estimation, SuperPoint
achieves the best score with a tolerance threshold of 3 and
5. Our method is slightly less accurate than other learned
features but still better than the ORB. Comparisons of the
learned features towards model size (MB) and Floating Point
Operations (FLOPs) are shown in Fig. 7. It indicates that the

proposed method contains fewer parameters, and the FLOPs
are reduced significantly compared to other methods. This
is owing to the proposed efficient network structure, which
achieves the balance between efficiency and accuracy.

Fig. 7. Model size and FLOPs comparison of different VO/VSLAM methods

C. Evaluation of Trajectory Estimation
To verify the localisation accuracy of VO/VSLAM systems,

the Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) [53] is estimated for
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comparison. The ATE represents the absolute distance between
the true trajectory and the calculated path. In the following
parts, the mean ATE and Root Mean Square (RMS) ATE
will be calculated to represent the localisation accuracy of
VO/VSLAM systems. The comparisons of the proposed al-
gorithm against the ORB-SLAM3, SP-ORB-SLAM, GCNv2-
SLAM, HSO [54] and DPVO [22] are carried out on the
EuRoC dataset and the ICL-NUIM dataset with simulated
lighting changes. As we focus on the applications on the
UAV platform, the loop closure and relocalisation modules
are disabled.

1) Evaluation on the EuRoC Dataset: The evaluation on
the EuRoC dataset has been carried out on a laptop with
an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-8750H CPU, 20GB of RAM and
a GeForce GTX 1050 Ti 4GB graphics card. Similarly, the
software used in the evaluation includes CUDA 10.2 and
PyTorch 1.9.1. Table II gives the median value of the locali-
sation results across 10 runs. The GCNv2-SLAM is unable to
maintain a consistent scale for monocular sequences and as a
result, it fails in all scenarios. In several sequences, the ORB-
SLAM3 achieves the highest localisation accuracy. However,
it is unable to finish the V102 and V202 sequences due to
the fast motion and relatively low texture environment. Both
the HSO and DPVO accomplish all sequences. Without pho-
tometric calibration, the accuracy of the HSO is significantly
degraded in the dark environment. The DPVO achieves the
worst performance among most of the tests. The best average
localisation results are achieved by the SP-ORB-SLAM. The
proposed method completes all the sequences and obtains the
sub-optimal average localisation accuracy.

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Fig. 8. Time usage comparison

2) Evaluation on the ICL-NUIM Dataset with Simulated
Lighting Changes: To obtain the results of the deep learning-
based VO/VSLAM methods, a powerful GPU is preferred.
Because of the payload and power constraints on the UAV
onboard platform, the high-power GPU is unavailable. Thus,
a small-sized Nvidia Jetson TX2, which is the most popular
onboard platform for UAVs, is utilised to verify the proposed
method. It features a 256-core Pascal GPU and a 64-bit hex-
core ARMv8 CPU, along with 8 GB of RAM. The Jetson
TX2 is flashed with the Jetpack 4.6, and PyTorch 1.9.1 is
also installed to run deep learning embedded VO/VSLAM
approaches. Considering the limited computing resources of

Jetson TX2, all images in the ICL-NUIM dataset with simu-
lated lighting changes are resized to 320 × 240. Due to the
DPVO only achieving around 2 fps on the laptop and its low
localisation accuracy, it is not deployed on the Jetson TX2. The
ORB-SLAM3, SP-ORB-SLAM, GCNv2-SLAM and HSO are
utilised for comparison with the proposed method. Similarly,
the median localisation accuracy of successful trajectory esti-
mation from 10 executions is presented in Table III. Unlike the
results obtained on the powerful laptop, the proposed method
obtains the best performance on the Jetson TX2. Due to the
observation of less texture information in the scenario with
the flashlight, the ORB-SLAM3 fails to initialise and track the
pose of the camera. Owing to the limited computing resources,
the performance of the SP-ORB-SLAM is restricted. The
HSO could keep a relatively stable performance under several
different lighting conditions. Due to the poor initialisation per-
formance in the scene with the flashlight, the HSO fails in this
sequence. Comparisons for time usage and power consumption
are depicted in Fig. 8 and Table IV, respectively. The HSO
is the most efficient method. However, it cannot achieve the
robust and accurate localisation performance. Compared to
the SP-ORB-SLAM, the efficiency of the proposed method
has improved by 30.03%, with a decrease in total power
consumption by 37.31%.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 9. An experimental environment setup. (a) The top view of the quadrotor,
(b) the front view of the quadrotor, (c) the experimental environment, (d) a
box for VSLAM initialisation, (e) and (f) two sample images captured by the
onboard camera.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN ATE (M) AND RMS ATE (M) IN THE SELECTED EUROC DATASET.

EuRoC
benchmark

ORB-SLAM3 SP-ORB-SLAM HSO DPVO The proposed method
Mean ATE RMS ATE Mean ATE RMS ATE Mean ATE RMS ATE Mean ATE RMS ATE Mean ATE RMS ATE

MH01 0.020 0.022 0.011 0.012 0.030 0.037 0.106 0.116 0.014 0.017
MH02 0.016 0.018 0.011 0.012 0.040 0.051 0.043 0.050 0.012 0.014
MH03 0.027 0.031 0.023 0.027 0.047 0.057 0.133 0.148 0.023 0.026
MH04 0.074 0.081 0.091 0.102 1.163 1.237 0.194 0.210 0.087 0.098
MH05 0.036 0.041 0.042 0.047 0.512 0.545 0.152 0.175 0.050 0.058
V101 0.031 0.033 0.032 0.034 0.030 0.033 0.045 0.049 0.035 0.038
V102 - - 0.229 0.248 0.058 0.075 0.148 0.161 0.201 0.215
V201 0.026 0.023 0.022 0.024 0.024 0.028 0.064 0.075 0.027 0.036
V202 - - 0.035 0.052 0.059 0.065 0.064 0.071 0.104 0.127
Average 0.033* 0.036* 0.055 0.062 0.218 0.236 0.105 0.117 0.061 0.070

* The system did not complete all sequences or failed during the execution.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN ATE (M) AND RMS ATE (M) IN THE SELECTED ICL-NUIM DATASET WITH SIMULATED LIGHTING CHANGES.

ICL-NUIM
benchmark

ORB-SLAM3 SP-ORB-SLAM HSO The proposed method
Mean ATE RMS ATE Mean ATE RMS ATE Mean ATE RMS ATE Mean ATE RMS ATE

Syn1 0.335* 0.779* 0.053 0.062 0.128 0.173 0.041 0.046
Syn1-local 0.479* 0.545* 0.040 0.046 0.130 0.176 0.043 0.046
Syn1-global 0.128* 0.148* 0.059 0.066 0.129 0.174 0.048 0.054
Syn1-loc-glo 0.271* 0.330* 0.028 0.035 0.127 0.172 0.028 0.042
Syn1-flash - - 0.128* 0.141* - - 0.102 0.112
Syn1-average 0.303* 0.451* 0.062 0.070 0.129* 0.174* 0.052 0.060

* The system did not complete all sequences or failed during the execution.

TABLE IV
POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON

SLAM
System

Memory
(GB)

CPU
(Power/mW)

GPU
(Power/mW)

Total power consumption
(Power/mW)

ORB-SLAM3 0.50 2504.15 0.00 3168.16
SP-ORB-SLAM 2.83 1342.80 3853.97 6893.92

HSO 0.24 2065.78 0.00 2629.76
Proposed method 2.74 1104.94 2112.66 4321.89

3) Evaluation on the Real-world Sequence: To further ver-
ify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the analysation
of the performances of different VO/VSLAM methods on
the real-world scenario is provided. Fig. 9 (a) and (b) show
the top and front views of the quadrotor, which is used
to capture image sequences, and the overall environment is
shown in Fig. 9 (c). The quadrotor is based on the PX4
autopilot, and the Nvidia Jetson TX2 is used as the onboard
computer. Some boxes and images captured in a pressure
vessel are utilised to set up the environment. To make the
environment more challenging, the lights are turned off. An
OLIGHT Baton 3 is adopted to provide light for the en-
vironment. The Logitech C270 is used as the image input
sensor. Considering the limited computing resources of the
Nvidia Jetson TX2, the quadrotor is held in hand to record
an image sequence. Some recorded images are shown in Fig.
9 (d), (e) and (f). The box (shown in Fig. 9 (d)) contains
the rich texture information, and it is utilised to initialise the
VO/VSLAM system. The image shown in Fig. 9 (e) contains
motion blur and reflections. Fig. 9 (f) indicates the textureless

environment. The Jetson TX2 is used to verify different
VO/VSLAM methods. The ORB-SLAM3 cannot accomplish
this sequence due to the insufficient feature points that can be
extracted and matched from the scene in textureless regions.
The quality of feature points used by HSO is affected by
motion blur and reflection, making it difficult to maintain a
consistent scale of the trajectory in this scenario. Moreover,
the SP-ORB-SLAM cannot extract enough feature points in a
short amount of time due to the high demand for computing
resources, leading to the failure to initialize the system. The
proposed network does not need as many computing resources
required by the SP-ORB-SLAM. The extensive and reliable
feature points could be extracted and described quickly, which
makes the VO system can locate the UAV in this challenging
environment. The trajectory can be seen in Fig.10. More
information about how they behave differently can be found
through https://youtu.be/cCg1NOMM14U.

D. UAV Flying Test
Finally, the flying test with the quadrotor and the environ-

ment introduced above is carried out. Through the conclusion
obtained in the prevision, only the proposed methods can pro-
vide position information for the quadrotor in this challenging
environment. Thus, only the proposed method is verified by the
flying test. During the experiments, the scale information of
the developed VO system is obtained from the PX4 autopilot,
and a rectangle trajectory consisting of horizontal and vertical
movement is utilised. Experimental results indicate that the
UAV is capable of following the desired path in this low-
illumination and textureless environment. Fig.11 displays the
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Fig. 10. Trajectory estimation by the proposed VO system

Fig. 11. UAV trajectory estimation

velocity and position estimation results over time in the
trajectory following process. In summary, the experimental
results further attested that the proposed method is capable
of locating the UAV in a dark and textureless environment.
Additionally, the proposed network was trained on the MS-
COCO 2014 dataset, which does not focus on indoor sce-
narios and does not include the image sequences used in
the test experiments. Despite this, the performance of the
developed CNN model is relatively good, as the VO system
has demonstrated the outstanding performance in a variety
of environments, especially in the environments used for the
flying test. Therefore, the proposed network has achieved the
good generalisation capability for unseen scenes. As a result, a
robust and efficient VO system for the UAV onboard platform
in challenging indoor environments has been achieved.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a robust monocular VO system based on an
efficient deep learning-based feature extraction network for
UAVs has been presented. In the proposed feature extraction
network, deformable convolution was utilised to enhance the
feature extraction capabilities, and depthwise separable con-
volution was implemented to reduce parameters. Moreover,
the deformable convolution has been improved by deploying

the depthwise separable convolution to calculate the offsets.
The proposed CNN model improves the feature extraction
efficiency while preserving the ideal accuracy, especially for
embedded platforms. The proposed network was incorporated
into a VO system to improve its performance. Extensive
experiments on public datasets, the real-world scenario and
the flying test confirmed the efficiency and effectiveness of
the whole VO system for UAV platforms.
Although the proposed system has been verified by UAV
platforms, it still cannot support UAV moving fast in chal-
lenging environments. In further work, the efficiency of the
feature extraction network can be further improved via de-
scriptor quantisation or knowledge distillation. What is more,
the estimated trajectory refinement and optimisation will be
investigated, and the UAV equipped with the VO system will
be tested in large areas.
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